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In this paper we define a partial ordering on a class of topological spaces

as follows^) : For two spaces X and F in the class, we will say X— Y if for

each open cover a of X, there is a continuous function /: X—+ Y which is an

onto a-map. (Recall that/ is an a-map if there is an open cover ß of Y such

that f~liß) refines a.) It is easy to check that the relation = is reflexive and

transitive. In [7], Kuratowski proved that the closed M-dimensional ball is

not — the M-sphere. More recently, Ulam [8] raised the question whether

the 2-dimensional ball is = the 2-dimensional torus. Ulam's question has

stimulated interest in the ordering itself, and a result of T. Ganea [5] states,

roughly speaking, that if X £j Y and F is a compact M-dimensional manifold

and X is an absolute neighborhood retract, then X has the same homotopy

type as an M-dimensional manifold. This result then gives Ulam's question a

negative answer(2), and suggests studying properties of a space Y which are

inherited by a space X satisfying X ¿| F.

The purpose of this paper is to present certain properties which are in-

herited, in the above sense. Also, comparison is made between this ordering

and the ordering given by dimension (Theorem 1), and (for the class of ab-

solute neighborhood retracts) the ordering given by «-domination for every

cover a (Theorem 2). Since the property of possessing a fixed point under

every continuous function will be shown to be inherited, another question of

Ulam's is answered here [8, Chapter IV, Problem 12].

Theorem l.IfX& Y, then:
(1) If X or Y is compact, then both are compact.

(2) If X or Y is connected, then both are connected.

(3) If Y is paracompact, then X is paracompact.

(4) If Y is Lindelbf, then X is Lindelbf.
(5) Dimension X¿dimension Y.

(6) If X is £i and Y is Hausdorff, then X is Hausdorff.
(7) If X is £i and Y is regular, then X is regular.

(8) // X is £i and Y is completely regular, then X is completely regular.

(9) If Y is normal, then X is normal.
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(*) The negative answer has also been demonstrated by M. K. Fort, Jr. [4].
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Remark. In (5) we are taking, as definition, the dimension of a space i4 is

= » if every open cover of A can be refined by a cover of order =«. In case i4

is paracompact and Hausdorff, then this is equivalent to the condition: Every

finite open cover can be refined by an open cover of order =«. See [l; 2],

The proofs of (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) are almost immediate from the defini-

tions and are omitted. The proofs of (6), (7), (8), and (9) are similar to one

another and we prove only (9).

Proof of (9). Suppose X= F and F is normal. Let A be closed in X, W

open in X, and AEW. Let a= {X — A, W\. Then there exists /: X—> Y an

onto a-map. Now if xEf~1([f(A)]~), then there is some open neighborhood

B(x) oif(x) such that/_1(P(x)) lies in an element of a. Hence, either f_1(B(x))

EW or f~1(B(x))C\ A = 0. But since/(x) is in [/(i4)]_and B(x) isa neighbor-

hood of f(x), we have B(x)C\f(A) ¿¿0. Therefore f~l(B(x))f\A 9±0 and the

second alternative is impossible. So for each xEf~1([f(A)]~), the set B(x)

is an open neighborhood of f(x) such that/_1(P(x)) C W. Let

F= \J{B(x):xEf'1(\f(A)]~)}.

Then V is open in F, [f(A) ]~ E V, and /-»( V) E IF. By normality of F, there

exists an open set U such that [f(A)]~_E UEUEV. Then A Ef'KKA))

C/-1([/(^)]-)C/-,(i/)C|/-1(C/)]-C/-1(^)C/-1(F)CIF. Let T=f~1(U).
Then A ET ET EW, and X is normal.

Theorem 2. Let X and Y be ANR(metric). If Z = F, then for each open

cover a of X, there are maps f: X—>Y and g: Y-+X such that:

(1) f is an onto a-map.

(2) gf is a-homotopic to the identity on X.

Proof (s). Let a be an open cover of X. By Hanner's Theorem [6, Theo-

rem 4.1, p. 395], there is a refinement ß of a such that if /: X-+X is any con-

tinuous function with the property that for each xEX, x and t(x) lie in a

common element of ß, then / is a-homotopic to the identity. Let 7 be a star

refinement of ß. By Dugundji's result [3, Lemma 7.3, p. 364], there exists a

refinement 5 of y such that any partial realization of a CW complex P in X

relative to 5 can be extended to a full realization of P relative to y.

Using the hypothesis X = F, there exists /: X—>F onto F and an open

cover e of F such that /_1(€) refines 5. Let 77 be a star refinement of e. By

Dugundji's Theorem [3, Theorem 7.5, p. 365], there is a simplicial complex

P and mappings g': Y-^>P and h: P-+Y such that hg' is 77-homotopic to the

identity on Y, and, for each cell a of P, h(a) lies in some element of 77.

Let Q be the set of vertices of P. Since / is onto, we can find for each

qEQ an element xEX such that f(x)-h(q). Define m: Q—>X by m(q) =any

xEX for which/(x) = h(q). Then m is a partial realization of P in X relative

(3) The author wishes to express his gratitude to the referee for improvements suggested

concerning this theorem.
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to ô. For if qo, ■ ■ ■ , qn determine a cell of £, then A(go), • • • > A(g„) lie in a

single element of 17. But rj refines e and /_1(6) refines 5. Hence the sets

f~*(h(qo)), ■ ■ • , f~l(h(qn)) lie in a single element of 5. Thus, m can be ex-

tended to a full realization l oí P relative to 7.

Now define g: Y-^X by g = lg'. We want to verify that for each x£X,

gfix) and x lie in a common element of ß. Take x£X. Then/(x) and hg'fix)

lie in some element Hi in r¡ since hg' is ??-homotopic to the identity. Let a

be the cell of £ containing g'/(x) and sbea vertex of a. Let /(i>) =x', and thus

fix') =hiv). Since A(ff) lies in an element Hi of r\, hg'fix) and A(z>) are in Hi.

Therefore hg'fix)£Hii\Hi. But since r\ is a star refinement of e, there is a set

£Ge such that/(x), hg'fix), and A(d) =/(x') are all in £. Therefore, x and x'

are in/_1(£). But/_1(e) refines 5. Hence there exists a set £1 in S such that

x and x' = /(z>) are in Di. But f'/(x) and v are in <r and /g'/(x) and /(z/) are

in lia). That is, g/(x) and x' are in /((/). Since / is a realization of £ in X

relative to y, there exists C2 in 7 such that g/(x) and x' are in C2. Let Ci be a

set in 7 containing Di. Then x'GCiHCî. Hence CiUC2C£ for some £Gj8.

Therefore g/(x) and x are in a single set in ß, and hence gf is a-homotopic to

the identity.

Theorem 3. If X and Y are ANRimetric) and X^Y and Y has the prop-

erty that every continuous function from Y into Y has a fixed point, then X has

the fixed point property also.

Proof. Suppose A: X-*X is continuous without fixed points. Then we can

find an open cover a of X which is free with respect to A, that is A(~\k~liA) = 0

for all A in a. Let ß be a star refinement of a; then ß is also free with respect

to A. Using the previous theorem, there are maps/: X—>Fand g: Y—>X such

that / is an onto 0-map and gf is /3-homotopic to the identity on X. Let

A: Y—*Y be defined by h=fkg and let y be a fixed point of A. Since/ is onto,

there exists xG-^ such that/(x) =y. Hence,

h(y) = Hfix)) = fkgfix) = /(*) = y.

Since kgfix) and x are mapped into the same point by/, there is a set £iG/3

such that kgfix) and x are both in £1. Since gf is /3-homotopic to the identity

on X, there exists B2(£ß such that gfix) and x are both in £2. Therefore

Bi(~\Bi contains x, and there exists 4£a such that kgfix), x, and gfix) are

all in A. Hence, g/(x)G-4^A_1(^4), contradicting the assumption that a is

free with respect to A.

Remarks. In case X and F are compact metric spaces, the relation

X = F can be characterized as follows: For each positive real number e, there

is a continuous function/: X—>F onto F for which the diameter of/_1(y) <e

for all yG F. Using this, we construct some examples.

(1) Let X be the closed interval [O, 1 ]. Let A and B be the subsets of the

plane defined by A = {(x, y) : x2 +y2 = 1} and £ = {(x, y) : y = 0 and 1 — x ^ 2}.
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Let A\JB = Y. Then X= F, for given any e>0 we can map [O, e] around the

circle A so that/(0) =/(e), and then map [e, l] linearly onto B. This example

shows that X and F need not have the same homotopy type.

(2) Let X and B be as in example (1). Let C= {(x, y):x2+y2=l) and

Y=B\JC. Then Z= F, for given e>0, let/ map [0, e] onto C so that/(e)

= (1, 0) and let/ map [e, 1 ] linearly on B. This example shows that X and F

need not have the same dimension.
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